
1. Pay it off quickly

The longer you take to pay off your home, the more you 

are going to pay. There are many strategies to reduce your 

loan, but most of them come down to one thing: Pay your 

loan off as fast as you can. 

For example, if your loan amount is $300,000 at 5.46% 

per cent for 25 years, your monthly repayment will be 

about $1,835. This equates to a total repayment of around 

$550,500 over the 25 year term of your loan and the total 

interest paid would be approximately $250,000 (nearly as 

much as your initial amount borrowed).

If you pay the loan out over 10 years rather than 25, your 

monthly payment will be $3,250 a month (ouch!) But the 

total amount you will repay over the term of the loan will 

be only $390,000 - saving you a whopping $160,500.

* Call us to help you calculate how quickly you 
might be able to pay off your home loan.

2. Pay more frequently

Most people are aware that if you pay your home loan 

fortnightly instead of monthly you can make a huge 

impact on repaying your loan. Simply divide your monthly 

payment in two and then pay fortnightly instead of 

monthly. It will make thousands of dollars difference in 

your total repayments and cut years off your loan. Most 

people don’t even notice the difference.

The reason this works is because there are 26 fortnights 

in a year and only 12 months. Making payments on 

a fortnightly basis means that you will be making 13 

monthly payments every year. You will be surprised at the 

difference it makes.

3.  Make payments at a higher interest rate 

amount

Lenders will always calculate your serviceability at a 

few basis points higher than they offer you to protect 

themselves for when interest rates increase. This means 

they believe you can afford to pay more (usually 2%) than 

the mortgage they give you. 

So why not pay more immediately? 
If the interest on your loan is around 5.5%, then start 

paying it at 7.5%. When interest rates rise (and they will) 

you won’t even notice. This also means that you will be 

paying off your loan faster and saving a bucket in interest 

payments. 
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*Call us if you would like us to calculate your repayment 
figure at 2% higher and to see how many years we can 
take off your loan.

4. Consolidate your debts

You will be paying between 15-25% interest on most of 

your personal debt (personal loans, credit cards, store 

cards etc). Many lenders will allow you to consolidate 

(refinance) all your debt into your home loan. 

This means that instead of paying those higher interest 

rates, you can transfer these debts to your home loan and 

pay only 5-6% interest. 

The trick and biggest advantage of consolidation is to 
keep paying the regular payments you had prior to the 
refinance. And cut up those credit cards! 

This will pay your debt and home loan off much sooner 

and save you tens of thousands of dollars in interest 

payments.

Another advantage of consolidation is when interest rates 

rise. When your home loan interest rate starts to rise, you 

can absolutely guarantee that your personal loan and 

credit card rates will also rise. By consolidating your debt, 

this will protect you from higher personal interest rates 

and unaffordable debt.

As always, any extra repayments or lump sum payments 

will benefit you in the long run.

 

5. Abandon those minor luxuries

We all know that if we cut out our small indulgences and 

put this towards the loan, it all helps. However unless 

you do the numbers, you might not realise HOW MUCH 

difference this could make to paying off your loan sooner 

and saving bucket loads in interest payments.

Once you obtain a mortgage, your life is likely to be 

luxury-free for a while, or at least pretty close to it. We 

know there are things we will have to give up, but not 

many actually work out the impact of giving up these 

small indulgences makes over the lifetime of your loan.

For the sake of our health we should be giving up

smoking and drinking less anyway. 

 

Let’s look at the example of how taking your lunch from 

home and having one less coffee per day will cut years 

and interest off your loan. If you spend about $12 per day 

on lunch and $4.50 twice a day on coffee, that’s $5,040  

per year.

If you cut that down to say $4 per day for lunch by 

preparing and taking it from home and purchase only 1 

coffee each day, then you save $3,000 per year.

Assuming a mortgage of $300,000 at 5.46% over 25 years, 

by making $250 in extra repayments each month, you’d 

save more than $62,000 in interest and be mortgage free 

5 years and 5 months sooner.

What else could you cut out?
We are not saying you should scrimp on everything but 

just cutting down a little on your expenses will see you 

reap huge financial benefits.

6.  Switch to a new loan or lender with a more 

suitable rate and package

Sometimes one of the most simple solutions for paying 

off your home loan sooner is for us to help you change 

your finance type or structure. You may not even have to 

change lenders! 

As the industry becomes more competitive, lenders 

change their products and offerings quite frequently. Your 

lender will be the last one to tell you they have a better 

or more competitive product. However by using your 

finance specialist we keep abreast of all new offerings and 

can usually negotiate a better deal on your behalf. 

Before you try to do this yourself, remember there will be 

fees associated to changing loans. We help you work out if 

changing makes sense for you financially and strategically.

* Why not test us out to see if we can find a more 
suitable loan for you? What do you have to lose?

7. Use your offset account to your advantage

Instead of putting your spare cash into an interest bearing 

account where you earn very little interest and pay tax on 

the interest you earn, transfer any spare money you have 

into your offset account. 

The additional cash works to offset the interest you are 

paying on your home loan. 

For example you may have a mortgage of $300,000 at 

5.46% and a savings account with $50,000 earning 3%. By 

having the $50,000 in your offset account, it means that 

your loan is reduced to $250,000, the offset is accruing 

interest at 5.46 % (instead of 3%) and you are not paying 

tax on the income. 

Imagine how much this saves you over the lifetime of your 

loan! Plus your cash is on hand for whenever you need it 

without tying it up for 6 to 12 months at a time. 



8. Split your loan

If you are the type of borrower who worries about interest 

rates increasing but you don’t want to be tied down by a 

fixed loan, a good compromise is a split loan. 

Split loans allow you to fix part of your home loan and set 

the balance of the loan with the variable rate of interest. 

Essentially this allows you more flexibility knowing part of 

your loan is safely fixed and won’t move. 

If interest rates don’t go up (or if they rise only slightly or 

slowly) then you have the flexibility of the variable portion 

of your loan and can pay that component off more 

quickly.

9. Use your equity

If you have made good progress by paying down your 

home loan, many lenders will allow you to use a portion 

of this equity for investment. Providing you can service 

the new debt, it is the most common strategy for 

wealth creation used in Australia. 

As long as you are being advised and guided by a 

reputable credit adviser or financial planner, this type of 

investment is usually a safe strategy to start planning your 

financial future. 

The goal of this investment strategy is for the investment 

to help you pay down your home loan (non-tax 

deductable debt) more quickly while increasing your 

overall net worth through investing.  

10. Refinance and invest the difference

When you are fortunate enough to refinance and 

reduce your monthly repayments, rather than increasing 

your lifestyle or even paying down your mortgage, it is 

sometimes wise to invest the difference. 

We recommend you seek counsel and advice from a 

qualified finance specialist, like ourselves, before trying 

to figure it out yourself. Don’t waste the opportunity by 

making mistakes.

11.  Don’t be afraid of alternate lenders with 

cheaper rates

There are many second tier lenders who provide excellent 

products and rates competitive to the BIG 4. As the 

competition for business is at its all-time high, it makes 

lending a very interesting sector to be working in. 

With a strong property market and low interest rates, 

there are plenty of opportunities being provided by 

alternate lenders willing to take on traditional lenders with 

low fees and very competitive products.

Some borrowers worry about what might happen if their 

alternate lender gets into financial trouble. Keep in mind 

that you’ve got their money - so don’t worry too much. 

12. Don’t set and forget

There is always the temptation to let your mortgage roll 

along, make your repayments as they fall due and think 

as little about it as possible. This attitude could be your 

biggest mistake.

It is important to keep yourself up to date with the 

property and finance market. We encourage all of our 

clients to have an annual review with us to ensure we 

have you in the best financial situation available at the 

current time. 

Rates change, new products are introduced and changes 

in the finance market itself may allow you to seize an 

opportunity or negotiate a better deal.

Stay informed and ahead of the game by reading our 
updates and committing to regular finance reviews.

*Disclaimer: This article is generic in nature. All investment decisions should be considered wisely and based on your personal and financial circumstances. 

Seek proper advice before committing to any course of investment action. This is not deemed as advice.

Please contact us to discuss:

Phone: 1800 13 1937
Email: info@cumberlandfinance.com.au


